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Yeah, see, 
I know your local radio station played this song like, 10
times a day
And by now you might be sick of hearing it
But uhm, I happen to like the beat.
A lot. So bear with me.
Yeah.

See, I could take you to the deepest and the darkest
Pick a target, talk the harshest bout what's fucked up in
the market
I could tell you why I toss and turn
How I feel they never learn how we can see them this
Regarding our concerns
How we don't feel they touch no more
You say that's too much and yeah
I know we different, but your actions brought me to this
For instance, every time I go out, well, you there but the
truth is
And that definitely is a problem
My math teacher always told me to solve em'
So first we must supply some subtraction
Add me times the mic, finally satisfaction
No more look at me raps
No more I'll take this and I'll take that's
Come on, relax. I mean just the way you tell us how you
get paid
Honestly, I had better vocab in sixth grade, okay?

You sure you all feelin' okay?
You sure you all feelin' okay?
I feel things they don't say
So I stay uncontrolled like no stop sign at a four way
Yeah, a crash course for the people
Yeah, so we can live loud and peaceful
Cause we all equal
But inside the sound? I stand ten feet tall, man
Try and knock me down

I got this whole concert playin in my head
And I get to go live every time I go to bed
I stand on the stage made up by the clouds
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And I'm playin to the world so you bet I look down
And as I do, I see a face in every seat
Everybody showed up to see me paint my masterpiece
I hope they get it so I yell "Do ya got me?"
And they all put two thumbs up like
"Finezy" (heyy)
Now if you pay attention carefully, 
You'll witness me turning dreams into reality
If you see it in your head, you can hold it in your hand
I suggest you start thinking suggest you can
So all you plans, in spending evening with the evening
And write about what you plan on achieving
This isn't bragging
This is believing exactly what your stereo seek button's
been seeking

You sure you all feelin' okay?
You sure you all feelin' okay?
I feel things they don't say
So I stay uncontrolled like no stop sign at a four way
Yeah, a crash course for the people
Yeah, so we can live loud and peaceful
Cause we all equal
But inside the sound? I stand ten feet tall, man
Try and knock me down

Yeah, try and knock me down
Just try and knock me down
Nah, I think Ima stick around
More (?) goes west, less homeward bound
Yeah, I'll enjoy my adventure
And at least consider ever lecture
Soon enough I'll hold you up like suspender
If you broke them, man, I got the stretcher
I feel it's critical to be an individual can't keep it to a
minimal
It's that simple
In no hurry, but I do plan on finishing and when I get to
the end
I plan to begin again

You sure you all feelin' okay?
You sure you all feelin' okay?
I feel things they don't say
So I stay uncontrolled like no stop sign at a four way
Yeah, a crash course for the people
Yeah, so we can live loud and peaceful
Cause we all equal
But inside the sound? I stand ten feet tall, man
Try and knock me down



Just try and knock me down [x2]

Ima stay right here, I'll be waitin
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